
Weakness 

I believe many of us have been sold a bill of goods in Arts Education and Education in 
general. The common refrain is to “focus on your weakness” in order to improve and be 
successful. The world would be a profoundly different place if the mantra was “FOCUS ON 
YOUR STRENGTHS, and IDENTIFY your weakness(es) to properly contextualize them in a way 
that furthers your personal, professional, and artistic goals”. Not nearly as concise or sexy 
(and really difficult to put on a T-shirt), but it can change how we frame the entire 
educational experience. 

First and foremost education should be about exposure and not enforced generalization so 
that you can become the cog in someone else’s machine. How can you even know where your 
strengths or passions lie if you have not been exposed to a range of academic subjects, 
musical genres, philosophical concepts, etc? I would not have the career I have today had it 
not been for a series of exposures that happened along my journey.  

I would not be a bassist if not for my father, Randolph Moore. Dad was (and still is) an avid 
fan of traditional Blues that began as an exploration of the roots of Rock Artists (e.g. The 
Rolling Stones) who drew their inspiration from the same source. In order to be more a part 
of the music, he bought a used Gibson-copy SG electric bass and taught himself to play along 



with his favorite records from various books purchased at a local music store. I can remember 
many weekends filled with sounds of Willie Dixon, Lightnin’ Hopkins, Muddy Waters, and 
Howlin’ Wolf coming from the living room stereo system with my Dad playing along with the 
bass lines. Soon I was drawn to the instrument lying seductively on the couch (the 
instrument, not me). I was hooked at the age of 13.  

I attended the Berklee College of Music’s Summer program in 1987 as an electric bass player. 
I was 100% convinced that I would eventually end up there for college and that this was a 
“dry run” to get a sense of the school and a head start on my higher education experience. 
While at Berklee I had a chance to meet and play with some amazing musicians, but I was 
exposed to a blind spot I didn’t know I had. The most serious players wanted to play with an 
upright bass player in the rhythm section, and I missed out on a lot of opportunities. I 
decided at that point that I needed to attend a school that I could get into as an electric bass 
player that also offered the advantages of a traditional conservatory setting in order to grow 
as a double bassist. USC Thornton was one of the only schools at the time that had high level 
offerings in both classical and jazz, and with faculty like Paul Ellison, John Clayton, and 
Dennis Trembly I figured I couldn’t go wrong. I metaphorically sneaked in the back door via 
good grades and electric bass. At the time the goal was to study classical technique as a 
means to improve my jazz playing. In the summer of 1992 I was fortunate to get accepted to 
the academy that used to be part of the Grand Teton Music Festival. After an amazing 

summer playing in the orchestra, I 
felt a deep and distant pang of loss 
as if this would be the last time that 
I would ever play this amazing music 
at such a high level. I decided at that 
point that I had to pursue a career 
as a classical double bassist. For me 
(I feel like I need to underline, 
highlight, and put stars around “for 
me”) I knew that I wanted to go ALL 
IN on one path and see where it 
would take me rather than becoming 

adequate-to-competent at a range of 
styles. At the time the draw of the music and the experience was so strong that I appealed to 
the Universe and declared that I would be satisfied if only I could be last chair bass in the 
section of the Backwater East Bumblef*ck Philharmonic. I didn’t care where it was; I just 
wanted to be a part of it. 



Perceived weakness takes many forms, and identifying and addressing its source can be an 
intense process of self-examination and discovery. The all important ingredients are passion 
and desire. If there is no sense of value to improvement the lack of motivation will subvert 
any good intentions. An area of weakness may be due to lack of exposure or familiarity. This 
was certainly true in my case. There is also the lottery of the genetic hand that nature has 
dealt us that creates certain natural strengths and weaknesses. I am 5’ 8’’, and that would be 
a weakness on the basketball court. However, it is not an impediment. My lack of desire to 
play basketball at a high level is at least as important as my height. Google “Spud Webb” 
next time someone tells you that you can’t do something because of some inherent quality. 
He was a professional NBA player who won a Slam Dunk contest despite measuring in at 5’ 
7”. 

Without my serendipitous series of experiences and the support of family and mentors I 
might have never discovered where my true strengths and passions lay. I can only speak to 
my experience at USC, but the diversity and scope of the program allowed me the 
opportunity to find my passion, even though it was a different path than what I had expected 
it to be when I started. It breaks my heart when I hear young players bemoan “conservatory 
culture” and “The Grind”. The Path of an Artist requires an environment that supports the 
unique voice of every individual. If that voice lies in a more established or traditional path 
then the road or the environment to support it may be more clear, but it is our responsibility 
as Mentors and Educators to nurture our students’ passion for THEIR Art, not some pre-
determined, cookie-cutter, soul-crushing attempt to create “marketable skills”. I have had 
students leverage their double bass skills to follow passions in record production, electronic 
music, and arts management, and the environment at USC helped expose them to these 
possibilities. “The Grind” is a slightly different discussion. No high level is attained without 
consistent, dedicated hard work, but that should not be confused as the same thing as 
“grinding” which I see as feeling burdened by the external pressure to live up to expectations 

and work hard at something that is not ultimately aligned with 
your Voice. The best career advice that I ever received can be boiled 
down to 3 words: 

“Follow your bliss.” 
-Joseph Campbell 

 



FRACTAL FRIDAY TOPICS! 

Please submit comments or suggestions for future topics to 
davidallenmoore@fractalbassist.com 

FRACTAL FORUM(S)! 

Every Friday on Zoom at 7PM PDT! 
NEW! Fractal Forum (East Coast/EU friendly time) Every SUNDAY on Zoom at 10AM PDT!  
Visit www.fractalbassist.com to get the invite(s). Everyone is welcome at either or both times.  

FRACTAL BASSIST Channel on YouTube (Coming Soon!) 

This invite-only YouTube channel will be a continuation, development and place to share 
these ideas and principles. Although the entire Fractal Fingering course and samples are 
available online and at DiscoverDoubleBass.com, this channel will provide a forum for more 
in-depth content and to address questions on a more individual basis.  

If you have any questions, comments, ideas you’d like explored, or inspiration you’d like to 
share please email: davidallenmoore@fractalbassist.com. 

With Love, 

D 
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